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TIKTOKERS (MICRO) 
@chazlyn.yvonne

Chazlyn fits the brand image of Girl's
Crew because she is a fashion

influencer. She has a supportive
demographic of 13-25 year olds that

are influenced by her girly aesthetic. As
a micro influencer, she has the ability
to connect more personally with her

followers than other bigger creators! 

@stephhhcardenas

Steph is an awesome pair for
Girl's Crew because she has a
similar style to the company's

collections. She would be able to
increase the brand's sales

through try-on hauls and style
guides for her loyal followers.  

@nataliaspotts

Natalia would be a micro influencer
candidate for Girl's Crew because

she is a style icon that owns a
vintage store in New York. She

frequently posts about her favorite
accessory brands and she has a

similar vibe to the company. 



TIKTOKERS (MACRO) 
@halleykate

Halley is a great addition to
Girl's Crew because she frequently

posts fashion related content.
Her demographic is primarily females 

ages 18-27. Her followers would be
influenced to purchase from Girl's

Crew because she approves of unique
jewerly to spice up any outfit. 

@vivacious.honey

Vanessa would be perfect at
promoting Girl's Crew collections

because she is a style influencer that
posts outfit inspiration. She could
include Girl's Crew pieces in her

lookbooks and influence her
demographic of 14-25 year olds. 

@moreofmealways 

Enya is a social media icon that
posts relatable content and style

ideas. She has a large influence on
each of her platforms and would

be an excellent influencer to share
her love for accessories.  



CONTENT ANALYSIS

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS

Videos have a distinct aesthetic and match the 

Content uses popular sounds that make videos prone

Views are at a consistent amount meaning there are 

Videos are informative, upbeat, and show the brand

brand's style

 to go viral

loyal followers 

personality 

 

Videos have the potential to receive more engagement
The brand could incorporate more influencer
unboxings and repost PR package videos 
More original audios could be used to hear from the 

designers in a personal format 

 

There could be PR unboxing videos from influencers and 

I loved the interview with the CEO! This is a great way to 

Incorporate more behind the scenes content of designing 

takeovers to see how the creators style the pieces

share the process of making pieces and get to know the 
meaning of the brand in a personal way

collections and sharing the photo shoots/marketing process
 

Competitor brands incorporate influencer try-ons and
styling in store (We could get more creative with
outreach)
Since the brand is an E-Commerce company, our
promotion has to be more insightful with choosing
influencers that create the image of the brand 
 Must keep up with trends while still maintaining a unique

style of pieces



TIKTOK IDEAS

For this TikTok, an influencer would
be invited onto the brand's page to
post a video unboxing and styling
the pieces gifted to them
The influencer will promote this
collaboration on their social media
in addition to supporting our page
This will benefit Girl's Crew because
the company will gain more
credibility from popular fashion
icons

 

1. Influencer Takeover 2. Zodiac Sign Jewelry 

The next idea will be to create different
looks based on zodiac sign traits
Customers love being able to resonate
with a video based on their astrological
background
This could become a series of 12 videos
that customers watch to see their sign's
video

 
 

3.  Labor Day Style 
Guide 

Finally, to end off the summer 

The video can show the new
releases and current collections
being used in action  
 This will help the brand receive
engagement for style inspiration
and have more potential to sell
out of viral products! 

Girl's Crew can share some ways to
style pieces for transitioning to the
fall months

 



Link:
https://www.tiktok.com/@heather_harpo
le/video/7135195078762630446?
_r=1&_t=8V5Grecqtgc&is_from_webapp=v1
&item_id=7135195078762630446

This video showcases me styling myself
for the first day back to school! I shared 
my favorite ways to one up any outfit with
accessories! As an example, Girl's Crew
could develop numerous TikToks sharing
different looks for the school year.  

TIKTOK EXAMPLE



SOCIAL MEDIA HANDLES

Portfolio: heathereliseharpole.com
Instagram: @heather_harpole @heatherharpolephotography

TikTok: @heather_harpole
YouTube: Heather Elise Harpole 
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